Abstract.
On occasion we will restrict x and 7 to [0,2"]. Then we will write this as f (x).
A wj-atom is a function supported in an interval 7 with fa = 0 and H^H^ < l/w(I), where w(I) is the w-measure of 7. Throughout w will be a doubling measure, that is a non-negative function satisfying the property: This supremum is denoted by ||6||BMO , and is in fact a norm on BMO^ ( modulo constants. Similarly BMO^ is described by taking this supremum over arbitrary intervals. Another standard result (see [5] )is Theorem 1.2. The dual space of Hlw ,, (77^ ,)* is BMO" ,, and {HlJ* = BMO,,.
We want to characterize functions tp such that ç>(BMOUJ) c BMOUJ. Specifically, let M be the multiplication operator
For what functions tp is M a bounded operator on BMO^ ? In the unweighted case on the torus T, Stegenga [7] solved this problem by using 77 ' -BMO duality and Toeplitz theory. It should be easier and more natural to shift the problem to atoms and use some sort of L check condition like Theorem 1.1. Admittedly, Theorem 1.1 only applies to the dyadic case, but the general case follows quite easily from the dyadic one. That's the approach we take to the weighted problem. The Hubert transform is bounded on Lp(w) if and only if w G A [6] . In p the unweighted case, 77 can be characterized by all functions for which / and 77/ G L (R). This characterization extends to weighted 77UJ, so long as w G A2, and 77/ g Ll(w) for all / G 77?¡, if and only if w G B2 n Ap , for some p > 1 [2] . We consider such weighted spaces: where this supremum is taken over all t-translates of dyadic cubes for BMOu) ( and over all cubes for BMOu,. Here w is assumed to be doubling, and for BMOw,w(x)/(\ + \x\")GLl.
On the torus 7* in the complex plane, let 3¡t be the dyadic intervals in T treating T as [t, t + 2tc] . And w , r-atoms are defined as usual, except that a = 1 is a w , i-atom also. Everything carries through to this setting (Theorem 1.2 is easier). . This is disappointing, although, as Ron Kerman pointed out, it is a powerful reason for using weights.
Corollary 2.2. tp multiplies BMOu) t(T) or HMOw(T) if and only if
A harder problem is to determine the multipliers of BMO (7) where 7 is a bounded interval in R or cube in R" . The methods developed in § 1 can be used effectively for such problems, and yield the obvious analogs of Stegenga's theorem. We leave the details to the reader.
As a final application, we will look at a matrix analog of A weights. Much of the following material appeared in [3] , and for more details, the interested reader is referred there. For diagonal matrices, W G 9^ if and only if each wu G A2. For a discussion of more general matrices in W2, see [1] or [3] . In one dimension, if b G BMO, then e' G A2 for t sufficiently small. So 2.5 more or less characterizes A2. It is surprising that the matrix analog fails. Suppose that ef e?2 for some t ^ 0. Then as above, T, would be bounded in a neighborhood of zero, and all of the derivatives of T. at zero would be bounded operators. These are higher-order commutators, and in one dimension, if the first commutator is bounded, they all are. We look at the second commutator, ß277 -2BHB + HB2 . Since u and v G L°° , the first three terms in (4) are bounded operators, so we conclude that [77 ,Mvffu] is bounded on L , and hence that vHu G BMO, a contradiction. D
